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On the simplicity of the group of contactomorphisms 

Takashi Tsuboi 

Abstract. 

We consider the group Cont~ (JI,f2n+l, n) of cr contactomorphisms 
with compact support of a contact manifold (J1,f2n+l, n) of dimension 
(2n + 1) with the cr topology. We show that the first homology group 
of the classifying space BCont~ (M2n+l, n) for the cr foliated M 2n+l 

products with compact support with transverse contact structure n is 
trivial for 1 ::; r· < n + (3/2). This implies that the identity com
ponent Cont~ ( .i\12"+1, n )0 of the group Cont;: ( J\1 2n+l, n) of contac
tomorphisms with compact support of a connected contact manifold 
(M2n+l, n) is a simple group for 1 ::; T < n + (3/2). 

§1. Introduction 

The groups of diffeomorphisms play an important role in the the
ory of foliations. This relationship is clear in the theory developed by 
Mather and Thurston, which anserts the relationship between the topol
ogy of the classifying space for cr foliations of codimension n and that 
of the group Diff~(R") of cr diffeomorphisms of Rn with compact sup
port: H.(BDiff~(R"); Z) ~ H.([F' BF~; Z). Here, BDiff~(R") is the 
classifying space for the cr foliated R" products with compact support, 
BF~, is the classifying space for the r~ structures ( cr foliations of codi
mension n) with trivialized normal bundles, and D" means the n-fold 
loop space. 
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The homology of H*(BDiff~(Rn); Z) is known for several cases 
and this gives the information on the connectivity of BF~: BF~ is 
n-connected; BFr;:! is (n + I)-connected (Mather [9], Thurston [I2]); 
Br~ is (n +I)-connected (r # n +I) (Mather [10]); Br~ and Br~ (L 
stands for Lipschitz) are contractible (Mather [8]); Br; is contractible 
(Tsuboi [I7]); The connectivity of Br~ increases as r '\.. I (Tsuboi [I5]); 
n2n+ 1 (BF~):?: R (r > 2 -I/(n+ I)) (by using the characteristic classes 
for foliations). This connectivity information is closely related to the 
construction of foliations (Haefliger [3], [4], Thurston [I3], [I4]). 

It is also known that if H1 (BDiff~(Rn); Z) = 0, that is, if r = 0, 
r = L, I :::; r < n +I, or n + I < r :::; oo, the identity component 
Diff~(M)o of the group Diff~(M) of cr diffeomorphisms with compact 
support of a connected n-dimensional manifold M is a simple group 
(Thurston [I2], see also Banyaga [2]). 

Now we are interested in the group of volume preserving diffeomor
phisms, the group of symplectomorphisms of a symplectic manifold and 
the group of contactomorphisms of a contact manifold. The homology 
of the group of volume preserving diffeomorphisms is studied by McDuff 
([7]). The homology of the group of symplectomorphisms is studied by 
Banyaga ([I]). The book [2] by Banyaga is a good reference for these 
groups. 

In this paper, we apply the techniques of Mather [10] and Tsuboi 
[I5] to the group of contactomorphisms to show that the first homology 
group of the classifying space BCont~(R2n+l, ast) for the cr foliated 
R 2n+l products with compact support with transverse contact struc
ture ast is trivial for I :::; r < n + (3/2) (Theorem 5.I for the standard 
contact manifold (R2n+l, a 8 t)). Then by the fragmentation technique 
(Thurston [I2], Banyaga [2]), H1 (BCont~(M2n+l,a);Z) is trivial for 
any contact manifold (M2n+l, a) (Theorem 5.I), and the identity com
ponent Cont~(M2n+l, a)0 of the group Cont~(M2n+l, a) of cr contac
tomorphisms with compact support of a connected contact manifold 
(M2n+l, a) is a simple group for I :::; r < n + (3/2) (Theorem 5.2). 

The author is very grateful to the referee for his careful and detailed 
reading and valuable comments. 

§2. Contactomorphisms of class cr 

First we need to define what is a cr contactomorphism for I :::; r < 
00. 

Let (M2n+l, a) be a contact manifold of dimension (2n +I), where 
a is a 0 00 I-form on M 2n+l such that a 1\ (da)n is a volume form. A 
(positive) cr contactomorphism r.p of ( M 2n+ 1 , a) is a cr diffeomorphism 
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of M 2n+l such that cp*a = Wcpa where Wcp is a positive cr function 
on M 2n+l depending on rp. In other words, a contactomorphism rp 
is a diffeomorphism whose tangent map Trp preserves the coo contact 
hyperplane field ~ = ker a with transverse orientation. 

Note that the action of the cr diffeomorphism on the tangent bundle 
TA1 2n+l or on the cotangent bundle T* M 2n+l is usually of class cr-l, 
however, it is well defined that the function Wcp is of class Cr and such 
diffeomorphisms form a group. For, the equations cp/a = w"'1 a (j 
1, 2) imply 

Hence w'Pl'P2 = (rp2*w'P,)w'P2' and if w'Pl and W<pz are of class cr, then 
so is w'Pl'P2. We see also that W'P-1 = rp-hw'P. Thus cr contactomor
phisms of (A12n+l, a) form a group. 

Note also that cr contactomorphisms of ( M 2n+ 1, a) are determined 
by the coo contact hyperplane field ~. For, if ~ = kem is defined 
by another coo 1-form {3 = ka (k > 0), then rp(ka) = (rp*k)w"'a 
rp*k rp*k 
kw'P(ka), hence if Wcp is of class Cr, then SO is kW'P. 

§3. Local contractibility and fragmentation property 

Let Cont~(M2n+l,a) or Cont~(M2n+ 1 ,~) denote the group of con
tactomorphisms of (M2n+l, a) or of (M2n+l, ~) with compact support. 

An element rp of this group, C 1 close to the identity, corresponds to 
a cr+l function on A1 = M 2n+l. Consider the contact form wal - a2 
on M x M x R>o, where w is the coordinate of R>o, ai = pia and 
Pi : M x M x R>o --+ A1 is the projection to the i-th component 
(i = 1, 2). A cr diffeomorphism rp of M belongs to Cont~(M,O (i.e., 
rp*a = W'Pa with Wcp being a positive cr function) if and only if the 
graph of (rp, w"') : M--+ M x R>o; 

{(u, rp(u), w"'(u)) I u EM} 

is a Legendrian submanifold of (A1 X M X R>o, wal - a2) of class cr 
(see Lychagin [6], Banyaga [2]). There is a coo contactomorphism from 
a neighborhood of the graph of (id, 1) to the space J 1 (M, R) of 1-jets of 
functions on M. A cr Legendrian submanifold of Jl(M, R), C 1 close to 
0 is the prolongation of a cr+l function j on A1, C 2 close to 0. In this 
way, a neighborhood of the identity in Cont~ (M2n+l, a) is diffeomorphic 
to a neighborhood of 0 in the space c~+l (M2n+l) of cr+l functions on 
M 2n+l with compact support. This shows the local contractibility of 
Cont~(M2n+l, a). 
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Note here that the identity of M 2n+l corresponds to the zero func
tion, and we have a canonical coo path to the identity for an element of 
Cont~(M271+1, o:), C 1 close to the identity. In fact, for an element cp C 1 

close to the identity, we obtain the cr+l function f"'. Then tf"' is the 
canonical coo path in the space c~+ 1 ( M 2n+l) of cr+ 1 functions and 
this corresponds to a coo path in the space of graphs, that is, to a coo 
path in Cont~(M2n+l, o:) to the identity. 

We also see the fragmantation property of Cont~(M271+1, o:). If we 
have a contactomorphism cp with compact support C 1 close to the iden
tity, we choose finitely many Darboux coordinate neighborhoods {Ui} 
which cover the support of cp. We choose a covering by smaller neighbor
hoods wi c wi c Vi c vi c ui, and using the cr function f'P which 
is associated to cp and a bump function with support in Ui, we obtain a 
cr function with support in Ui which coincides with f"' on Vi. Thus we 
have a contactomorphism with support in Ui which coincides with cp on 
Wi. In this way, cp can be fragmented. See Banyaga [2]. 

§4. Contactmorphisms for the standard structure on R 271+1 

For the standard contact structure (R2n+l, O:st), we give an explicit 
correspondence between a neighborhood of the identity in Cont~(R271+ 1 , 
O:st) and a neighborhood of 0 in c~+1 (R211+1). 

n 

Let O:st = dz - L YidXi be the standard contact form on R 2n+l. 

i=1 

Let Cont~(R2n+l, O:st) denote the group of cr contactomorphisms of 
(R271+1, O:st) with compact support. 

When cp E Cont~(R2n+I, O:st) is C1 close to the identity, we write 
the graph 

in the form of 1-jets of a function of 2n + 1 variables as follows: For 

. ( ) - ( (2)( ) (2)( ) (2)( ) (2)( ) (2)( )) we wnte cp u - x 1 u , ... , Xn u , y1 u , ... , Yn u , z u , where 

x~ 2 ) = x~ 2 ) (x~1 ), . .. , x~1 ), yp), .. . , y~l), z(l)) (i=1, ... ,n), 
(2) - (2) ( (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 

Yi - Yi x1 ' ... 'Xn 'Y1 ' ... 'Yn 'z ) (i=1, ... ,n), 
z<2l = z<2l(x~l), ... , x~1 ), yp), ... , y~1 ), z(ll). 
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Then the graph { ( u, rp( u), w'P ( u)) I u E R 2n+l} satisfies 

n n 

dz(2)- LY?)dx;2 ) = w'P(u){dz(ll- LYY)dx; 1l}. 
i=l i=l 

That is, 

n 

d(zC2l(u)- z(l)- LYi2\u)(x;2 )(u)- x;l)))- (w'P(u)- l)dz(l) 
i=l 

n n 

+ L (w'P(u)y?)- Y?l(u))dx; 1) + L(x;2 )(u)- x; 1l)dy?) = 0. 
i=l i=l 

Since the graph is close to {(u,u, 1) I u E R 2n+1 }, the graph can be 
written as a graph with respect to the variables 

and the graph is written as 

{ (x(ll, y(ll (x(ll, y(2l, z(ll), z( 1l, 
y(2), x(2) (x(l), y(2), z(l)), z(2) (x(ll, y(2), z(ll), w(x(l), y(2), z(l)) )}, 

where y(ll (x(ll, yC 2l, z(ll), x(2) (xC 1l, y(2), z(ll) and z(2 ) (x(ll, yC 2l, z(ll) are 
cr functions by the inverse function theorem, and 

If 'Pis a cr contactomorphism with compact support, then the cr func
tion 

f(x(ll, y(2), z(ll) = z(2) (x(ll, yC 2l, z(ll) - z(ll 
n 

- LY~2) (x;2\x(ll, y(2)' z(ll) - x;l)) 

i=l 

has the derivatives 
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which are cr functions, hence f(x(ll' y<2l' z(ll) is a cr+l function with 
compact support. Note again that the identity of R 2n+ 1 corresponds to 
the zero function. 

Conversely for a cr+l function f(x(ll, y< 2l, z(ll) with compact sup
port, C2 close to the zero, by putting 

(i=l, ... ,n), 

(i=l, ... ,n), 

the graph is a Legendrian submanifold of (R2n+ 1 x R 2n+ 1 x R>o, wa1 -

a 2 ), C 1 close to the identity. Hence it is a graph of a cr contactomor
phism rp with compact support. 

§5. Statement of result 

Let Cant~ ( M 2n+l, a) be the group of cr contactomorphisms with 
compact support of the contact manifold (M2n+I, a) with the cr topol
ogy, and Cant~ ( M 2n+ 1 , a )8 , the same group with the discrete topology. 
Let BCont~ ( M 2n+ 1 , a) denote the homotopy fiber of the map between 
their classifying spaces: BCont~(M2n+l, a) 0 ---+ BCont~(M2n+l, a). 
BCont~ ( M 2n+ 1 , a) is the classifying space for the cr foliated l\J 2n+ 1 

products with compact support with transverse contact structure de
fined by a. Here is our main result. 

Theorem 5.1. For 1::; r < n+(3/2), H1 (BCont~(M2n+I,a); Z) = 
0. 

For G = Cant~ ( J..J 2n+ 1 , a), BG is constructed as the realization of 
the semi-simplicial set S::O(G)jG. Here Si(G) is the set of smooth sin
gular simplices of G. cr diffeomorphism groups have a smooth structure 
such that the composition 

is smooth with respect to g1 (but it is not smooth with respect to g2 if r 
is finite). An element cr : L1 i ---+ G ( E Si (G)) defines a foliated M 2n+ 1 
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product over ,.di such that the leaf passing through (t, x) E ,.di x M 2n+l 
is given by 

A cr foliated product has a natural cr (semi-)norm ([15]). 
We note here that for a topological group G, the classifying space 

BG is constructed as the realization of S*(G)/G, where S*(G) is the set 
of singular simplices ofG. When G has a smooth structure, the inclusion 
IS;x'(G)/GI C IS*(G)/GI is usually a homotopy equivalence. The homo
topy equivalence IS;x'(G)/GI C IS*(G)/GI is shown by approximating 
a singular simplex by a smooth singular simplex and by constructing a 
canonical homotopy between them. The construction of the canonical 
homotopy uses the fact explained in Section 3 that there is a canonical 
path to the identity for an element of Cont~(M2n+l, a), C 1 close the 
identity. 

Let Cont~(M2n+I, a)0 denote the connected component of the iden
tity of Cont~(M2n+t, a). Theorem 5.1 implies the simplicity of this 
group (Thurston [12], Banyaga [2]). 

Theorem 5.2. Let (M2n+t, a) be a connected contact manifold. 
For 1 ~ r < n+ (3/2), Cont~(M2n+l,a)0 is a simple group. 

Proof. By the argument in Thurston [12] or Banyaga [2], 
H 1 ( BCont~ ( M 2n+ 1, a); Z) = 0 implies that the universal covering group 

Cc;irt~(M2n+ 1 ,a) 0 is a perfect group and then Cont~(M2n+ 1 ,a) 0 is a 
perfect group. As we explained in Section 3, Cont~(M2n+l, a)0 has the 
fragmentation property. Again by the argument in Thurston [12] or 
Banyaga [2] using the fact that Cont~(R2n+l, ast)o is a perfect group, 
Cont~(M2n+l, a)0 is a simple group. Q.E.D. 

To prove Theorem 5.1, by the fragmentation technique (Thurston 
[12], Banyaga [2]), it suffices to prove Theorem 5.1 for the standard 
contact manifold (R2n+l, ast)· In other words, by taking a Darboux co
ordinate neighborhood U ~ R 2n+1, by the fragmentation technique of 
Section 3, and the fact that for any Darboux coordinate neighborhood 
Ui in M, there is a contact isotopy sending Ui into U, the induced map 
H1(BCont~(R2n+t, a 8 t); Z) -----t H1(BCont~(M2n+t, a); Z) is surjec
tive. Hence H1 (BCont~(R2n+t, a 8t); Z) = 0 implies H1 (BCont~(M2n+I, 
a);Z)=O. 

In order to show Theorem 5.1 for (R2n+l, a 8t), we need to construct 
several elements of Cont~ (R2n+l, a 8t) which coincide with contractions 
or translations on [-1, 1]2n+l. We do this in the next section. In Section 
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7, we give the main construction and prove Theorem 5.1 for (R2n+l, ast) 
in a way similar to that in Tsuboi [15]. 

§6. Lie algebra for the group of smooth contactomorphisms 

For r = :JO, the Lie algebraofCont~(M2n+l, a) or Cont~(M2n+l, ~) 
is described as follows: Let Xc~nt(M2n+l, a) be the space of c= vector 
fields X such that Lxa = kxa for a c= function kx depending on X. 

If Lx1 a = kx1 a (j = 1, 2), then 

L[x,,x2 ]a = (Lx,Lx2 - Lx2 Lx,)a = Lx,(kx2 a)- Lx2 (kx,a) 
=XI(kx2 )a + kx2 kx,a- Xz(kx,)a- kx,kx2 a 
= (XI(kx,)- Xz(kx, ))a 

Hence k[x,,x2 ] = X 1(kx,)- X 2 (kx,) and such vector fields form a Lie 
algebra. For the cr case, however, the cr vector fields X such that 
Lxa = kxa for a cr function k would not form a Lie algebra, because 
[X1,X2] and k[x,,x2 ] are usually of class cr-l_ This reflects the fact 
that the composition ( ip1 , ip2 ) f---+ 'PI ip2 is smooth with respect to ip1 

but not smooth with respect to ip2 in the group of cr diffeomorphisms. 
We need later several contactomorphisms of (R2n+l, ast) for our 

construction. We write them as the time 1-maps of c= contact vector 
fields. 

n 

For the standard contact form a 8 t = dz - LYidxi, an element 
i=l 

X = ( :z + t ~i a~ + t Tfi aa. of Xc~nt ( R 2n+l, ast) is written by the 
i=l 1 i=l y1 

function a= L(X)a on R 2n+l as follows: 

n aa a n aa a n aa aa a 
X=(a- LYjay)az- Lay ax+ L(ax +Yia)ay. 

j=l J i=l 1 1 i=l ' 1 

For this contact vector field X, kx = ~:. 
The reason is as follows: Since 

n n 

Lxa = L(X)da + dL(X)a = L(~;dy;- ry;dx;) + d((- LYi~i) 
i=l i=l 

n n a( n a( a( 
= - L ry;dx; + L -dx; + L -dyi + -dz 

i=l i=l ax; i=l ayi az 
n a~ n a~ n a~ - L Yiax 1 dxj- L y;~dyj- LYi a:dz, 

i,j=l J i,j=l Y1 i=l 
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it satisfies 

a( n a~j 
- -ryi-"Yi- = -yikx ax· L......t ax· 

l j=l l 

a( - ~ Yi a~j = o 
ay· L......t ay· 

l j=l l 

a( n a~j 
--L:y·-=kx az j=l 1 az 

B d.fti · · a( ~ a~j b b · y 1 erentmtmg "'{)"': = L......t Yi"'i)"': y Yk, we o tam 
y, j=l y, 

a~k a~i 
which is symmetric in i and k. Hence we see that -a a . This 

Yi Yk a a 
implies that there is a function a(x,y,z) such that ~i =--a . With 

Yi 
this a, 

Then 
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and 

8( L O~j r/i(x,y,z)=-0 - yj-0 +yikx 
Xi Xi 

8a Ln 82a Ln 82a 8a 
=-- Yj---+ Yj---+yi-

8xi j=l 8yjOXi j=l 8yj8Xi oz 
8a 8a 

=-+yi-
OXi 8z 

Here are the contact vector fields we are interested in. 

For the function a(x, y, z) = 1, the vector field X= :z, and its time 

t map is Bt, where Bt(xC1), yCl), zCll) = (x(l), yCl), zC1) + t). 
8 8 

For the function a(x, y, z) =Xi, the vector field X= Xi-0 +-0 , and 
z Yi 

its timet map is '1/Jf, where '¢f(xC1), yCl), z(1l) = (x(l), yC1)+tli, zCll+txi)· 

For the function a(x, y, z) = Yi, the vector field X= - 0~i, and its 

time t map is 'Pit, where r.pf(xCll, yC1), zCl)) = (x(l) + tli, yCl), zCll). 
n 

For the function a(x, y, z) = 2z- L XiYi, the vector field X 
i=l 

2 8 ~ 8 ~ 8 d" . . t h Z OZ +~Xi OX·+ ~Yia., an Its timet map IS c, W ere 
i=I • i=l y, 

ct(xCll, y(l), zCl)) = (etx(l), ety(l), e2tz(ll). 
The supports of these vector fields are not compact. We take the 

product of the function a and a bump function and make the time t maps 
Bt, C:t, 'PL '1/Jf be with compact support and coincide with the original 
ones for ltl :::::; 1 on a given compact subset of R 2n+l. 

§7. Main construction and the proof of Theorem 5.1 

Using the above contractions and translations, we perform a con
struction similar to that in [15]. 

For a positive real number A, take the rectangle R = [-1, 1]n x 
[-Ajn, Ajn]n x [-1, 1]. Then 

clog(2+A)(R) 

1 1 n Ajn Ajn n 1 1 
=[-2+A'2+A] x[-2+A'2+A] x[-(2+A)2'(2+A)2]. 

For"(= ('Y1, ... ,"fn), ('Yi = ±1), 

(l+A)A/n (l+A)A/n 

R, = '1/J;l 2+A ... '1/J~n 2+A ( c- log(2+A) ( R)) 
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is a parallelepiped contained in 

[ __ 1 ___ 1_ln X J X ... X J 
2 + A ' 2 + A 11 In 

1 n (1 + A)A/n 
X [ - (2 + A)2 - 18 'Yi I . 2 +A ' 

1 n (1 + A)A/n 
(2 + A)2 + I I>i I . 2 +A ] ' 

z=l 

2 
which intersects a line parallel to z axis in a segment of length (2 + A)Z 

A 2 /n A2 /n 
or not at all. Here, ]_l = [-A/n, --A] and h1 = [-A,A/n]. 

2+ 2+ 
Now for k = ±1, ±3, the parallelepipeds e k (R1 ) are disjoint. 

(2+A)2 

Since 
1 n (1 + A)A/n 3 

(2 + A) 2 + 18 'Yil· 2 +A + (2 + A) 2 

1 (1 + A)A 3 < + + ..,..------,--::-
- (2 + A)2 2 +A (2 + A)2 

4 + 2A + 3A2 + A3 = 1 _ A(2- 2A- A2 ) < 1 
(2 + A) 2 (2 + A)2 = 

1 
for small A ( < 2), they are contained in R. 

For 6 = (81, ... , 6n), (6i = ±1), the images 

O 1+A , 1+A 
1 2+A un 2+A (B (R )) 'P1 · · · 'Pn _k_ 1 

(2+A)2 

are contained in fo 1 x · · · x Io" x 111 x · · · x J1 n x [-1, 1], where L1 = 
A A 

[-1,--A] and h1 = [-A,1]. 
2+ 2+ 

Thus we obtain 2n x 22 x 2n = 22n+Z contractions 

with images of R being disjointly contained in R. See Figure 1. 
For G = Cont~ ( R 2n+l, a), let a E S! (G) represent a foliated prod

uct over the interval ..:1 1 with support in R. 
1 

We divide the foliated product into 22n+Z segments of length 22n+2 

in the direction of ..:1 1 . Then a= L aj in H 1 (BG; Z). Because of the 
j=l 
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Fig. 1. The images of 24 contractions for n = 1 

reparametrization in the direction of the interval L1 1 , the cr norm of O"j 

is 22~+2 of that of a. 

Then we map each foliated product CJj by the action of one of the 
above 2 2n+Z contractions. 

By the action of c- log(2+A)' the cr norm of the foliated prod-
1 (l+A)A/n 

uct is multiplied by -A (2 + A) 2r. By the action of 'l/;;1 2 +A 
2+ 

(l+A)A/n (1 + A)A 
'lj;~n Z+A ' the cr norm is multiplied by (1 + A r+l. By the 

2+ 
8 l+A 8 l+A 

action Of the translationS e k and r.p 1
1 Z+A ... r.p;,' Z+A , the norm iS 

(2+A)2 

unchanged. 
Thus the foliated products obtained have the cr norm 

_1 ___ 1_(2 A)z,.( 1 (1 + A)A)r+I 
22n+2 2 + A + + 2 + A 

times that of cr. 
3 3 

If A= 0, the factor is 2-Zn-2 2 2r-l = 2 2(r-n-2). Hence if T < n+ -, 
2 

by taking A small, the factor is smaller than 1. 
Now we can show Theorem 5.1 for ( R 2n+l, O:st). 
Pmof of TheoTem 5.1 joT (R2n+ 1 ,ast)· Take cr E Sf(G) = 

Sf(Cont~(R2n+l, O:st)) representing a foliated product over the interval 
A A 

L1 1 with support in [--A, -At x [-A/n,A/n]nx [-1, 1]. We show 
2+ 2+ 

that it is written as a boundary in BG = BCont~(R2n+ 1 ,0st). 
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Fig. 2. The support of first and second iterates for a with 
support in [- 2:A' 2:A]n X [-A/n,A/n]n X [-1,1] 

We perform the construction described above for the foliated prod
uct a and repeat it infinitely many times. Since the supports of the 
resultant foliated products are disjoint, we take the union of all of them. 
See Figure 2. Let I'a be the (infinite) union without a, and Ia, the 
(infinite) union with a. 

Then if we do the construction again, we see that I a = I' a in 
H 1(BG; Z). Since I a= a+ I' a in H1(BG), a= 0 in H1(BG; Z). See 
[15]. Q.E.D. 
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